
DRIVING RANGE

Hours: 8:00am - 5:00pm

by reservation only

RIDGE COURSE
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by reservation only
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As the crocus and daffodils begin to bloom , it

is evident that spring is upon us! As Spring is a

time for new beginnings , we ’d like to introduce

ourselves to those that haven ’t met us yet. We

are Chelsea and Morgan , who have worked

alongside Emily for the past two years. Many

of you may know that Emily has stepped away

to start a family, and left some very big shoes

to fill. We will do our best to continue to take

care of the gardens that she has worked so

very hard to create.

We ’ve been hard at work over the winter

prepping the veggie gardens. We strive to

utilize as much material from the golf course

as possible and let nothing go to waste.

The Bay Farm &  Flowers
By: Chelsea Welch and Morgan Wilkins - Horticulturists

crocus

redbore kale
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Pathways have been lined with wood chips

from winter tree work around the property, to

manage weeds and retain moisture. The beds

have been layered with straw from our fall

displays , followed by decomposing leaf mulch

that we collected and stored. We added a

balanced granular organic fish fertilizer to aid

in the breakdown of organic material and add

nutrients into the soil. Finally, a top layer of our

house-made compost creates a healthy and

rich soil for all of our vegetable and flower

seedlings to thrive. 

We began seeding cool weather crops and

long germinating flowers in the middle of

January in our greenhouse. We have since

planted those kale , mustard , sweet peas , and

cilantro starts in the #15 and #7 veggie

gardens. Radishes , arugula , and spinach have

been direct seeded and will hopefully be

sprouting soon! Many more veggies and

flowers are growing happily in the greenhouse ,

which can be seen from the 18th fairway. If you

see us around the course , please feel free to

say hello! We hope your golf scores are low

and your spring is filled with sunshine and

birdsong.

Make sure to follow Chelsea and Morgan on

Instagram @thebayfarmandflowers
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cornelian cherry crocus flavas

hellebore

crocus

red mustard

pulmonaria rhodo
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The Red-breasted Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus ruber), a

medium-sized woodpecker, is a resident on the Cordova

Bay course.  An adult can be readily identified by the red

colouring of its head and upper chest, black back and the

white patches on its wings.  

Like other woodpeckers, these birds are cavity nesters.

Between April and May they scout for a dead tree

suitable for excavating a nest cavity. Once prepared, the

female will generally lay 4 to 7 eggs. After the brood has

hatched both the female and male will attend to the

young until they fledge, which is somewhere between 23

to 28 days. They raise only one brood per year and do

not reuse the nest cavity.

Their stiff tail feathers provide the much needed support

and leverage for the work of pecking or drilling holes for

nesting or for foraging. For food they drill relatively

shallow horizontal holes through the bark of a favourite

tree. Once the sap begins to flow, the birds use the rigid

hairs of their specially adapted tongues to collect the

sap. Any insects attracted to the sap are gobbled up at

the same time. Rufous hummingbirds have been

observed to follow the movements of sapsuckers and

take advantage of this food source. Other feeding

activities include foraging for berries and seeds and

catching the occasional insect in flight.

Their vocalizations can include a variety of chatter,

squeals, and scream-like calls. In addition to the noises

generated as a result of creating a nest cavity or feeding

holes, they can also be heard drumming on trees or other

hard surfaces as a part of an effort to establish territory

and attract a mate.

Birdies of the Bay
By: Bob Reese and John Costello - Birders & Photographers 

Each month, we'll be featuring 3 common birds which may be found around the course roughly at the time of

the newsletter comes out. Contributions to articles and photographs are from birders and amateur

photographers Bob Reese & John Costello. Accomplished wildlife photographer, Chantal Jacques, has also

graciously contributed some of her photographs to the newsletter.
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The Northern Flicker (Colaptes auratus)

has been described by some as a more

colourful member of the woodpecker family. 

About the size of a robin, they are readily

identified by their brownish-gray colour,

black-barred back and prominent black

crescent at the upper end of a slightly lighter

polka-dotted chest. When in flight, a large

white patch is visible on their rumps, and

depending on their race, either red or yellow

feathers on the underside of their wings and

tails. Red-shafted males have a distinctive

red mustache whereas Yellow-shafted males

have a black mustache and a red patch at

the back or their heads. The females,

regardless of race, lack a mustache or red

patch on the head. Red-shafted birds are

much more common here in the west. While

the Yellow-shafted variety is more abundant

in the east, some have been sighted on the

golf course. Both races have been known to

interbreed where their ranges intersect. 

Unlike their cousins, Flickers are primarily

ground feeders. Their beaks and 5 cm long

sticky tongues are well adapted for foraging

for ants, grubs, beetles or other invertebrates.  

When available, they will supplement their

diet with berries, fruits and even nuts. They

are also fond of suet feeders.

Since their bills are not as strong as other

woodpeckers, they are more likely to take

over a hole left by another woodpecker, or if

one cannot be found, they will attempt to

excavate a cavity in the softer wood of a

dead tree.

Males defend their nesting territories through calling,

drumming, and aggressive displays. This can include

swinging their heads back and forth, flicking open their wings

and spreading their tails to show off their more colourful

undersides.

They are capable of an unusual behavior called “anting”.

While lying down near an ant hill they allow the ants to crawl

over and among its feathers. It is thought that the formic acid

secreted by the ants helps to repel infestations of lice and

other parasites.

More recent surveys suggest their population is in decline.

Habitat loss and competition for nesting sites by Starlings is

thought to be among one the problems. 
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identified by its deep rectangular shape. In addition to ants, termites, wood boring beetles and other insects,

they also consume berries, fruits and nuts. Hang a large suet feeder in a well-protected area (these tend to be

shy birds) and one may become a frequent visitor. 

Similar to other woodpeckers, both the male and female will attempt to establish a territory with loud

drumming and or loud calls. Once established and after a series of courtship displays (spreading wings to

show off their prominent white patch, raising their red crests and swinging heads back and forth), they will set

about excavating a nest hole in a dead tree or a relatively large hole left by a dead branch in a live tree. The 3

to 5 eggs that are laid and attended to by both parents will hatch in about 18 days. While the young will leave

the nest in 26-28 days, they often will remain with the parents for 2 to 3 months.

The fact that they, like other woodpeckers, abandon their nests is good news for a variety of other animals

such as songbirds, owls, squirrels, tree-nesting ducks and even raccoons looking for a good place to raise

their young or to use as a resource for insects.

The long rectangular hole along the fence of the 12th fairway, just to the left of the cedars is evidence that one

is resident on the course. 

The Pileated Woodpecker

(Dryocopus pileatus), the

largest woodpecker in North

America, is common in the east,

the Great Lakes and the

forests of Canada. It is readily

distinguished by its large size

(similar to that of a crow) and

having what has been

described as a flaming red

crest.  Its powerful bill is

approximately the same length

as its head. In addition to its

undulating flight pattern, the

prominent under wing white

patches are readily visible while

flying. Similar to other

woodpeckers, it is a cavity

nester. 

With their large bills Pileateds

are able to excavate deep

holes into rotten wood to get at

the nests of one of their

favourite foods, carpenter ants.

When complete the cavity

created by a Pileated is easily 
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Those who love golf have a new opportunity based

on the current circumstances around the pandemic

and some advances in the world of golf-specific

Apps. Many of us find that we need the outdoors and

that fresh air and open skies are closely linked to our

wellness. However, there are only so many times one

can walk around the block. Herein lies the

opportunity. You can take some of the time you’d

normally use to gather/socialize or walk around the

block and proactively assign it to improving your golf

game. You can easily find places to practice golf in an

outdoor, socially-distanced setting. But, how will you

use that time once you carve it out? Setting a few

realistic, researched golf goals will point you in the

right direction.

One of golf’s many great draws is that it is complex,

multi-dimensional. However, we can simply examine

the physical tools that apply to golf to get underway

with our goal-setting. These physical tools (skill sets)

are very familiar to you. You’ll need to putt, chip, pitch,

drive, hit fairway woods and approach shots, bunker

shots and recovery shots to navigate a golf course.

Before setting goals for any given skill set you’ll need

to measure what you do well, and where you need to

improve. Basic stat keeping such as tallying up your

Pro-spective
By: Brian Hann - Lead Teaching Professional, PGA of Canada

apps that track your on-course performance. Data

will then help drive your training and practice choices

based on where you tend to lose/gain strokes on the

course. For instance, do you consider your chipping

to be a relative strength or a weakness? Do you have

anything objective to support that answer? A paid

subscription to a golf stat-keeping app will provide

the detailed information you need about your

performance. Use that data and a professional

consultation to set some outcome-based goals for

each skill set. Identify your process to achieve the

improvement and you’ve got the recipe for an

entirely different golf season! Enjoy the journey. You

won’t be spinning your wheels.

youtube.com/c/BrianHannStraightGoodsonGolf

putts and charting your tee shots provide a glimpse

into measuring your relative strengths and

weaknesses. Yet we need robust data for concise

decision-making. Those who really want to maximize

their practice time can choose to face the challenge

much more scientifically with sophisticated golf 
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This certainly was a winter where the weather

challenged our maintenance team’s efforts to

provide good playing conditions. Mother Nature

threw some record rain events, windstorms and two

good dumps of snow at us through the months of

November to February. Despite this challenge, we

managed to make our way through it in reasonable

condition. With the warm dry weather conditions we

have experienced so far in March, our maintenance

team has been able to put our action plans into full

gear as we work on improving the areas of the golf

course that were challenging through this wet winter.   

 

Last summer we developed a tree maintenance

program for winter 2021 to improve the playability of

the golf course and assess the need of each tree on

the golf course. First, the tree maintenance plan

included raising the canopy of the Sequoias, Pines

and Cedars on the golf course as well as many of the

deciduous Lindens, Oaks and Maples throughout the

property. The latter had lower branches that were

affecting sprinkler distribution during the summer

months or shade issues during the winter months

Maintenance Update
By: Dean Piller - Superintendent 

Second, was the assessment of the trees that had

been planted in the wrong place thirty years ago.

These trees were predominantly planted too close to

cart paths, tees or greens. In some cases, the roots

had created large speedbumps on our cart paths,

destroying the asphalt surface. We are presently in

the middle of this work and hoping for completion

during our four-day closure at the end of the month.

Unfortunately, a few trees had to be removed

because they were planted far too close to cart

paths. However, in most instances, we have been

able to cut the roots and install a High-Density Poly

root barrier prior to the paving repairs to protect the

cart paths long term. The last portion of our tree

maintenance program has been evolving over the

past two years. We are working on the transition

from decorative bark mulch to turf grass around the

majority of the trees throughout the golf course.

These tree wells were originally mulched 30 years

ago to aid in the establishment of the newly planted

trees and now that the trees are thoroughly

established the gradual transition to turfgrass around

these trees will further reduce our carbon footprint. 
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With our tree work almost complete for this year and

the cart path repairs well underway, the next

program on our course improvement list is the

implementation of our cultural programs to firm up

our playing surfaces. The excess precipitation we

received this winter revealed several areas of the golf

course that will have to be improved prior to next

winters rainfall. Starting with our putting surfaces,

several factors were contributing to soft superficial

conditions. A thorough audit of the drainage systems

revealed several compromised drains that had been

either crushed or blocked by debris or tree roots.

The third green was virtually unplayable during some

of the heavy rainfall events this winter due to a

complete blockage. This issue will be dealt with later

in the spring to ensure that this green performs

better next winter. 

Another contributor to soft areas on some of our

putting surfaces was a compacted layer that we

determined was at a depth between 4 and 12 inches

below the surface. This compaction was developed

over several years and has recently increased

dramatically due to our winter rolling practices to

provide smooth surfaces and record rounds of play

over the winter when soils were saturated. Once this

issue was determined, our research led us to a piece

of equipment called the Air2G that eliminates

compaction to a depth greater than 12 inches by

injecting high pressure air through rods inserted into

the greens. We have purchased one of the first to be

shipped to Canada, although this equipment has

been very popular on golf courses in France,

Germany and the UK. Having just completed our first

aeration of all putting surfaces this week with the

Air2G, we are excited to have this tool as part of our

Greens Maintenance programs for years to come. 
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Other items on our ambitious list for the next month

are the construction of new Copper tees on holes #2

and #3 and #17. If all goes well, these new tee decks

will be ready to go sometime in Mid-April. Also, during

the four-day closure some additional cart path

repairs will be completed as well as the aeration and

overseeding of all tee boxes with a new variety of

bent grass that is disease resistant, drought resistant

and shade resistant. This variety, called Crystal Blue

Links will help improve the quality of the playing

surfaces on our tee boxes year-round. 

Our maintenance team is excited with the number of

improvements we have planned for the golf course

and playing surfaces this year. I’d be remiss if I didn’t

take this opportunity to thank all of you who played

the golf course this winter and helped with

maintaining it. The fixing of ball marks, the adoption

of our winter fairway mat program and adhering to

our cart path only rule over the winter months will

give us an excellent head start on providing you with

wonderful playing conditions as we head into the

Easter weekend.

The second phase of improving surface drainage on

our putting surfaces will be performed during our

four-day closure at the end of the month. During this

time, we will be performing a non-disruptive aeration

on all our greens using Dryject. Dryject machines

inject sand into the profile to a depth of 4-6 inches

that will improve water and air movement through

the profile. This procedure will improve surface

firmness and overall turf rooting and health.
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few dinners felt a bit too much like a sales pitch for

our liking. As a result, in early 2014, I began the

process of becoming a certified sommelier. I had

considered pursuing this training for many years but it

was the growing support for our dinners, and the

desire to move away from a sales-based event,

which gave me the push to make it happen. Over the

next year and a half, the exploration of wine became

a huge part of my life.   I took my training in 3 levels

provided by the International Sommelier Guild. The

Intermediate and Advanced Wine Certificates in 2014

followed by the Sommelier Diploma Program in 2015.

It was at times intense but incredibly enjoyable and

rewarding. That said, when my two days of final

exams were scheduled for late July (one of our

busiest times in the restaurant) I may have asked why

I had done this to myself. 

2021 marks the 10yr anniversary of the Wine Dinner

program at Bill Mattick’s Restaurant. For those who

have attended one of our dinners, we thank you and

hope to see you again this season. For those who are

hearing about this program for the first time, please

allow me to share some history of what we do and

how it came about. 

The program was launched in January of 2011 with

the help of few of our wine suppliers. From the first

night, the goal of these events was to showcase the

incredible food being created by our Chef Walter

Gurtner and his team. The food Walter and his crew

produce for Bill Mattick’s on a daily basis is always

top notch. The wine dinners provide an additional

outlet for creativity and finesse and are excellent

teaching aids for his young apprentices. 

Wine Pairing Dinners at Bill Mattick's
By: Grant Soutar - Bill Mattick's Restaurant Manager & Sommelier 

In the beginning, the events

would feature a specific winery

with a sales representative or

winemaker helping to create

the pairings and then

presenting them on the night of

the dinner. While these events

were successful and well

received, being tied to a single

winery occasionally had its

challenges. The limitations

created by the product list of

the presenting winery led to

some, shall we say, “creative”

pairings. For the winery, it was

an opportunity to introduce

their portfolio to a new group of

wine lovers. If not for the help of

our reps and winemakers, we

would never have gotten this

program off the ground. The

only downside, by being tied to

specific producers, the original     

My education and certification

changed the style of our

dinners, for the better. Instead

of being limited by a product

catalogue from a single winery,

potential pairings became

essentially unlimited. Sourcing

the very best pairings, we now

consider all available wine

products, from any country or

region and from any and all

producers. The only limitation,

“what wine will make the food

taste better?”

So how does it all come

together? The first step is Chef

Walter creating an amazing

menu, the wine pairings take

shape from there. Often the

menu or season will suggest a

foundational theme on which to

build.
Wines from the first Wine Dinner
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In the past dinners have been broad themed, (eg.

Wines of the New World or Old World); been focused

on individual countries (France, Spain & Italy have all

had a turn); and have been regionally specific such as

BC, Burgundy or Bordeaux. In 2019 we even held one

dinner that was all Pinot Noir (including a unique and

delicious White Pinot Noir from Tinhorn Creek Winery

in the Okanagan). 

For Chef Walter, the goal has always been to

showcase quality, freshness and house grown/made.

As our events have developed so has our use of

fruits, vegetables and herbs from our own gardens.

Our horticultural team increasingly provides beautiful

produce for Walter and his chefs. Fresh garlic,

greens, squash, root vegetables, apples, quince,

cherries and more can be seen being delivered to our

back door straight from our own gardens. Walter and

his team process this bounty into an array of amazing

dishes or items to accompany the main players such

as sauces, jams, butters and chutneys. House cured

charcuterie and pickled vegetables have also graced 

our wine dinner tables. Local and house made are the

guiding principles. 

Wine dinners are normally held on Saturday nights

throughout the year occurring at approximately 6-

week intervals. A key component to our dinners is

that we keep the numbers small ensure great quality

of food, wine and service. We have found that limiting

attendance to 40 is a perfect fit for our dining room

or Garden Patio (when not snow covered) and

makes for a cozy, intimate evening. In 2020 the global

pandemic meant changes to what and how we all do

things. Our wine dinners were no exception. To

reduce contact and allow for physical distancing,

2020 wine dinners were instead divided into two

nights (Saturday & Sunday) of 20. With the return

normal still months away, 2021 wine dinners will look

very much the same. 

Over the years our wine dinners have built a loyal

following. Many attended all of our 2020 events with

one couple even coming to back-to-back nights (with
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Vondeling Petit Rouge Merlot 

$14.99 BCLDB

Hand-picked grapes ensure only the fines fruits are delivered to the cellar.Whole berry

fermentation at cool temperatures ensures a broad spectrum of bright fruit and

spiciness without heavy tannin extraction.

The wine displays a bright ruby red colour, shows vibrant fruit filled aroma of cherries,

raspberry and soft, black pepper. The nose carries through beautifully to the palate

and is nicely supported by refined tannins and a smooth finish.

Pair with bbq chicken, roast beef or lamb burgers 

Domaine de L’R le Canal des Grands Pieces, 2019 Chinon 

$34.99 BCLDB 

This Loire Valley, 100% Cabernet Franc is dark red to purple in colour with aromas of

black cherries, currants, licorice and spice. Dry with higher than expected acidity the

wine has moderate, balanced tannins, medium body and a soft mouthfeel. Youthful red

and black fruit flavours lead to a deliciously round, medium-long finish.

Drink with charcuterie, poultry or spicy cuisine.

Monthly Wine Picks

Mother’s Day Weekend Dinner on Saturday May

8 or Sunday May 9

Father’s Day Weekend Dinner on Saturday June

19 or Sunday June 20.

different guests). Information on each of our dinners

is published approximately 1 month prior to the event,

with registration done online. Upcoming dates for

dinners offer a great way to celebrate mom or dad;

Menus and registration details will be available by

email 6 weeks prior to these dates. 

As we begin our second decade of wine pairing

dinners at Bill’s we look forward to many more

evenings of great food, delicious wine and fabulous

conversation. 

Anyone interested in attending a wine dinner can

have their name added to the email list by contacting

me at grant.soutar@cordovabaygolf.com. There are

still a few spaces for the upcoming Wine Dinner

Pairing happening on March 27 & 28. Hope to see

you there
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It’s an exciting time of year for all golfers and staff

members alike at Cordova Bay. The temperatures

rise, the cherry blossoms bloom, and our collective

golf itch grows. While this winter didn’t always feel

like a true ‘off season,” our team was hard at work

making preparations for the 2021 golf season!

Much of our efforts were focused on the

development of our new teaching facility. What was

once known as the “Fitting Centre” has been

completely renovated into what is now known as

“The Studio.” The Studio at Cordova Bay is a state-

of-the-art learning centre equipped with the latest

and greatest launch monitor technology, fitting

equipment from Callaway and PING, and an

outstanding artificial putting surface for indoor

training sessions. The cornerstone of this project

was the addition of a Foresight GC Quad Launch

monitor.For those who aren’t familiar, a launch

monitor is a machine that is used to measure the

exact characteristics of the golfer’s ball flight and golf

swing. The monitor provides information such as

carry distance, ball spin, apex height, club head

speed, strike location, club path, and many more

advanced metrics.

We know what you’re thinking…. How in the world

could something like that be helpful for my game? In

short, this technology is extremely helpful in teaching

all skill levels. This information helps your coach

figure out the ins and outs of your unique swing

much faster. From there, your coach can help you

build a plan towards improvement that is streamlined

specifically for you.

All instructors can be booked online or contacted

directly through the golf shop. The PGA team at

Cordova Bay is so excited to help our golfers reach

their goals for 2021. 
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Pop-up Store

Our spring Pop-up store will remain in operation through March. The Pop-up has a great selection of fashion

items all at 50% off retail price. We have added a selection of equipment to the mix as well. Make time to stop

by and treat yourself to something new.

 

The Pop-up store is located in the east building of Mattick's Farm and will be open Wednesday-Saturday from

10am - 4pm for the period of March 17 to March 27.

Monday March 29th Pro Shop, Bay Course and Driving Range 

Tuesday March 30th Pro Shop, Bay Course and Driving Range 

Wednesday March 31st Pro Shop, Bay Course, Range and Ridge 

Thursday April 1st Pro Shop, Bay Course and Driving Range 

Scheduled Course Closure 

Please take note of the following course closures:

Bill Mattick's Restaurant will be closed Monday and Tuesday of that week. Any further changes to restaurant

hours will be updated (if required). We will be taking this time to tackle many projects on course and

throughout the facilities in preparation for an exciting 2021 season

Other Tidbits

Call to action - Our Anniversary

Cordova Bay Golf Couse will be turning the big 3-0 this summer and we want to hear from you. 

Yes you.

Your best golf story, your fondest memory, your greatest experience at Cordova Bay Golf Course - we want

to hear it all. In subsequent newsletters, we'd like to feature your story in the newsletter, whether that's in a

written format or a short video. To submit your story, contact Jim Goddard at jim@cordovabaygolf.com. 
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